
installation of the cistern

135 - 370mm
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Use a piece of masking tape between drill bit and tiles
to prevent possible drill wandering

tips

ø8mm masonry drill bit

Mark fixing points.

Insert wall fixings 

Secure bracket in place
Ensure wall fixings are suitable for the wall

the cistern is fixed to

tips

adjusting the water level

By adjusting the fill valve the water level
can either be increased or decreased accordingly
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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Please retain for future reference

SPIRIT BTW UNIT

1. The unit can be secured to the wall if required using suitable angle brackets (not 

supplied)

2. Any cuts made to the unit for plumbing etc should be re-sealed using a suitable 

varnish / water resistant paint

Fitting the furniture in runs

Cistern and worktop sold separately

Installation general notes

The BTW unit can be used in runs along with the floor cupboard and either the 500 or 600 Esprit units. 

The installation should be completed as below:

1. If a longer plinth is to be used, the plinths on the current units should be removed before installation

2. It is advised that you should secure the furniture together using the screws provided. Clamp the units 

in place and then drill a suitable pilot hole before screwing together. Alternatively connecting bolts (as 

used in kitchens) can be used (not supplied)

3. Secure the longer plinth in place. If the run is over 1220mm long then the plinth from one of the units 

can be used with a join concealed behind the pan to create the impression of a longer plinth. Again - any 

cuts made should be sealed

4. If the BTW unit is being used with a floor cupboard the longer (804mm) worktop should now be 

installed. This should be screwed to the BTW unit and fixed to the cupboard using the strips provided

1. Clean with a soft damp cloth only. Do not scrub / scour or use cream 

cleaners or cleaners containing bleach

2. Any water spillages or heavy condensation should be wiped away 

immediately to prevent any deterioration

3. To remove lime-scale deposits, use a proprietary cleaner having first 

checked that it is suitable. If necessary, test on an inconspicuous are first

Cleaning and maintenance

These notes are only meant as guidance. The WC / Bidet should be fitted as per the 

manufacturers guidelines

1. Remove the front access top fascia by gently pulling it forwards

2. Remove the main access panel by lifting vertically upwards

3. Fit unit to wall ensuring correct positioning of all plumbing

4. Fit WC and Cistern according to manufacturers instructions - check system 
carefully for leaks
5. Cut a suitable slot in the main panel to allow for inlet and soil pipes. Re-seal all cut 

faces. Slide this panel back into place. Silicone the joint between the pan and panel

6. Fit the worktop (supplied separately). If fitting in a run see notes below:

7. For WC’s drill a suitable hole for the cistern lever / push button. Secure to the fascia 

if required and then re-fit fascia to unit

NOTE: Make allowances as per manufacturers instructions for access to the cistern in 

case of any issues

WC / Bidet installation


